inside speaking lesson plans controlled speaking a selection of lesson plans that focus on controlled speaking topics include the oscars stereotypes and saying thank you discussion, programme structure the bvms programme is based on integration of clinical and science subject areas and has a spiral course structure meaning that you will revisit topics as yo, programs amp courses to match your goals amp interests choose from our wide variety of courses and programs and build a study schedule combining topics that match your personal interests goals and dreams you re sure to find something that excites you at ilsc, case study audrey renton in a case study with dubai men s college audrey renton from the english faculty discusses their award winning life skills programme english plus and shares her thoughts on why life skills are essential in helping students prepare for their professional and personal lives once they graduate, just discovered splendid speaking here s the first step to improving your english speaking skills whether for an english exam like bec higher bulats cae cpe or ielts for work or university, should we esl teachers ever use our students first language in the class read here what some of our site users thought about this, artificial intelligence has been a hot topic for some time now when asked about the topic most people think about a humanized fully conscious machine hell bent on dominating the world and making us its slaves the reality is a bit different and less dramatic, year 1 in your first year you will study compulsory modules covering core subjects from across the foundation stream this stream will provide you with an understanding of the traditional core subjects integrated with a number of key legal skills and a range of critical and socio legal perspectives on the law, shala barczewska wins the competition with a seasonal lesson plan on how to talk about holidays practising past tenses and third conditionals, optimise the go to course for exam preparation optimise is the go to exam preparation course for teenagers it provides engaging lessons that equip students with essential skills and techniques to ensure their exam success